
lowering roaming voice and data charges
for the yachting industry



At RoamingExpert, we understand 
the need for flexible mobile roaming 
solutions and have built a range of 
plans specifically for the yachting 
industry.

about us
 delivering very 

high levels 
of customer 
service and 
managing our 
customer’s 
needs

Since launching our first roaming data SIM solutions in 
March 2015, we have seen the number of yachts we deal 
with rise from a peak of 66 in our first summer to over 
500 at the peak of last summer.

In addition to our data SIM solutions, we supply 
mobile phone contracts to over 100 yachts and several 
management and supply companies. 

Working with all the major mobile networks in the UK we 
build bespoke tariffs for UK businesses tailored to their 
individual needs. We have the flexibility to build tariffs, even 
spanning different networks if required.

To continue our growth in the industry, we continually 
evaluate and improve our tariffs each season. Our range 
of roaming data plans are now even more competitive in 
Europe. 

Our remaining aim is to become the telecoms supplier of 
choice for the yachting industry and continue to find the 
solutions for the problems that our customers encounter.



We support UK businesses with a variety of mobile voice & data 
solutions.

corporate mobile plans 

As the usage of no two businesses is the same, it is almost impossible to draw up a ‘one price fits all’ tariff list. 
Instead, we build all our customers a bespoke package tailored to their individual needs, which on average 
makes 20-50% savings compared with current bills.

We know your needs change and will do again. We are here to make sure you are on the right plan when these 
changes occur. Our bespoke solutions can be altered when you require.

Working with the main UK networks allows us to build customers a package to suit their requirements and 
usage patterns. To ensure all our clients make the best savings, we analyse their current bills to understand 
the mobile usage and build a package to suit these needs.

customer benefits
As our customer you will be able to take advantage of the following benefits:

• We work in reverse to the networks - We don’t have a standard tariff list, and instead build a tariff 
specifically based around your usage. This takes into account data usage, minutes required (although 
it’s normally unlimited now anyway), international calls from the UK, and roaming usage.

• Flexibility - As we bill in house, we are able to be incredibly flexible on the tariffs that we build. We 
particularly focus on the international and roaming elements as these are often where the largest 
charges occur.

• Not affiliated to any one UK network - We don’t have an allegiance to any network and are able to offer 
plans on Vodafone, EE, and O2 on a 30 day rolling basis. We can even bill multiple networks on the 
same invoice.

• Excellent customer service & technical support - As we are an SME as opposed to a large corporate 
entity, you will build relationships with our team very quickly and always deal with the same people.

• Account set up - When an account is initially set up, we will add various alerts to ensure there are no 
surprises at the end of a month. These include:

      - Percentage of shared data bundle used. If you have a shared data bundle there would be an  email   
      alert when 50%, 75%, 90%, and 100% of the bundle was used.
      - Individual data usage – you may set this at 5 or 10GB per user, but can be for any amount required   
      and doesn’t have to be the same for each user.
      - Individual spend – a figure can be set for individual users, and an email alert sent out when this is   
      hit.

• Easy to understand billing - all your mobile numbers, across all networks, combined on one monthly 
invoice.

• Access to our online portal - We have a very easy to use online billing portal. This allows you to see 
past invoices and also to view unbilled call data.

• Regular account reviews - We conduct quarterly audits of accounts. This ensures that you are on the 
best plan and network for each individual user.



We have designed three tariff options to suit 
specific needs and requirements.

European data only plans 

Tariff Monthly Rental Inclusive Data Per GB 
Thereafter

Flexible Premium £325.00 100GB £3.25

Premium Plan

The premium plan offers more than 50 extra LTE networks compared to our 
Standard Plan, which include TIM and WIND in Italy and Orange and Movistar in 
Spain. This makes sure you can access the best network wherever you are. 

This plan is ideal for use with larger Pepwave routers which are using SpeedFusion 
bonding. Multi-cellular and SpeedFusion Bonding performance increases 
significantly with multiple carriers.

Our premium plan offers the widest choice of 4G networks throughout Europe (inc 
Turkey) by using a multiple network solution.

Flexible Solutions
We have simplified our larger data tariffs to offer greater flexibility. There is no 
need to keep swapping plans when guests are on board and no expensive overage 
rates.

Standard Plan

4G is available in every European Mediterranean country (except Montenegro), but 
most countries will only have one network available. 

All the same features as our Premium Plan, 4G in every included country but 
many countries will only have one network available.

Tariff Monthly Rental Inclusive Data Per GB 
Thereafter

Flexible Standard £225.00 100GB £2.25

Usage alerts for Premium and Standard plans will be sent at 100GB, 250GB, 
500GB, 750GB, 1TB, 2TB and 3TB.

Spend alerts will also be sent at £500, £1,000 and then every additional £1,000 up 
to £5,000.

Alerting

Key Points
• No long term commitment - 30 day rolling contract.

• No admin fees or deposit.

• Free suspension when required.

• Flexible per GB tariff options.

• Pepwave SpeedFusion Specialist



Inclusive Countries
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canary Islands, Croatia, Cyprus (North & South), Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Faroe 
Islands, Finland, France, French Territories, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Guernsey, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Isle of Man, 
Italy, Jersey, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal (inc. 
Madeira and the Azores), Romania, San Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom.

Small Vessel Plans

Tariff Monthly Rental Inclusive Data Per GB Thereafter

Small Vessel 50 £100.00 50GB
£5.00 per GB

Small Vessel 100 £175.00 100GB

4G is available in every European Mediterranean country (except Montenegro).

These plans have no flexibility and cannot be upgraded to our flexible plans mid-month and extra data cannot be added.

The SIM does not automatically cut off once you have used your data package, but we can advise how to set this on your 
router.

These are very affordable plans ideal for small vessels or low usage requirements. Plans are limited to two SIMs per vessel.

Usage alerts will be sent at 50%, 75%, 90% and 100%.

Spend alerts will also be sent at £250 and then again at £500.

Alerting

World data plans
Please get in touch for a solution to cover where you are sailing in the world.

*All prices quoted exclude UK VAT, which will be charged if applicable.



crew voice & data plan
Our European crew tariff has been specifically tailored for crew members and 
covers all voice and mobile data usage. 

Key Points:

• 30 day rolling contract.

• £37.50 per month (inc UK VAT).

• Unlimited calls and texts between European countries.

• 24GB Data. 

• Inclusive data can be used within Europe, including the UK.

• 125 minutes to call worldwide.

• Uses a UK (+44) number.

**Delivery Fee: Europe £25.00 / ROW £45.00.

For full tariff details please visit: www.roamingexpert.yachts/crew-tariffs.

other services

boat plans
Our voice plan offers:

• Ideal for on board PBX.

• Unlimited calls and texts between European countries.

• All year Worldwide coverage available.

Please enquire about pricing for your itinerary.

hardware solutions
• Pepwave (authorised partner).

• Teltonika (authorised partner).

• Ubiquiti (many years of experience, authorised technicians).

• Various antenna brands including Scan, Poynting (authorised partner) and our 
own custom made models.

• Stella Doradus Repeaters.

We can supply all ancillaries required including adapters, splitters and custom 
cabling.

We can also setup, host and support Pepwave SpeedFusion Bonding with 
FusionHub software hosted in our UK data centre or through AWS data centres 
across the globe.



Corporate Member

get in touch  
Email: enquiry@roamingexpert.yachts
Web: www.roamingexpert.yachts
Telephone: +44 (0) 3300 555777

8 Sceptre Court,
Sceptre Way, Preston PR5 6AW
UK



www.roamingexpert.yachts


